You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for CANON EOS 1200D. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the CANON EOS 1200D in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
” Can’t wait to see the views Time to catch up with everyone 3 Step up to DSLR image quality For the times in your life that you’ll want to look back on, the
EOS 1200D delivers great quality images that you’ll love for years to come. B “ eing a DSLR, the 1200D lets me create shallow-focus images that have
loads of impact. @@Bring on surf school 4 Our journey begins Images packed with detail Shoot beautiful photos that are packed with rich detail and natural
colours, and capture the mood of any occasion. @@@@@@Use the EOS Companion App to explore the features and functions of the camera, discover new
tips and tricks, and learn how to deal with tricky photographic situations. Get the EOS Companion app which helps you get started and learn to take great
photos just pick W “ hen I see a picture I like, I canot as I see up the 1200D and grab the sh g with it. There’s no fiddling or adjustin settings to get in the
way.” Surfs up! @@@@@@@@@@@@Or I can let the camera decide which one to use, so I can concentrate on what happening in front of me.” Can’t
wait to see the views Time to catch up with everyone 9 Creative Filter: Toy Camera Creative Filter: Soft focus Creative Filter: Fisheye Creative Filter:
Monochrome T “ urning my pictures into black and white gives them a timeless feel, which I really like.” Surfs up! Bring on surf school 10 Our journey
begins Creativity unplugged Tell stories, record memories and create dreams – the EOS 1200D lets you be as creative with your photography as you want to
be. Can’t wait to see the views Time to catch up with everyone 11 EOS Movies Shoot great-looking movies with the same camera you use for photos.
@@@@@@The 1200D combines th in to a single movie file that tells my story - which looks great on my TV back home.” Can’t wait to see the views Time to
catch up with everyone 13 Your next steps The EOS 1200D is part of the EOS System – a system of cameras, lenses and accessories trusted the world over by
amateur and professional photographers alike. When you are ready to take your next steps in photography you’ll find lenses that can bring distant objects
closer, let you get more of a scene in the frame, and give your portraits extra impact. Get more in EF-S 10-22mm f/3.5-4.
5 USM A wide-angle zoom lens that gives broader views of landscapes Get impact EF 50mm f/1.8 II and EF 40mm f/2.8 STM Compact lenses that blur the
background of portraits, making the subject stand out. Surfs up! .
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